Drainage districts are local governmental entities organized primarily for draining lands for agricultural use. The majority of drainage districts in Wisconsin were formed in the early 1900s and established a legal mechanism for managing drains and related facilities to ensure reliable drainage. Drainage districts can include and benefit both agricultural and non-agricultural lands. Property owners who benefit from drainage districts pay assessments to cover the cost of constructing, maintaining, and repairing district drains.

The Dane County Drainage Board holds public meetings to discuss issues and make decisions involving the drainage districts, which may extend into neighboring counties. The drainage board ensures that all drainage districts under its jurisdiction comply with state standards by:

Managing district boundaries, including annexing or withdrawing lands - Conducting inspections annually and as necessary - Undertaking drain maintenance and construction projects - Levying assessments and borrowing money for projects - Ensuring that actions of others do not adversely affect drainage rights of individual landowners - Promoting the public health or welfare and draining or protecting lands with the least damages and greatest benefits to all.

More specific information regarding the Dane County Drainage Board activities is available online at:
https://wred-lwrd.countyofdane.com/assistance/drainage-district-information
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